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DESCRIPTION 

Conversion of Synthesized Spectral Components for 
Encoding and Low-Complexity Transcoding 

5 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention generally pertains to audio coding methods and devices, 

and more specifically pertains to improved methods and devices for encoding and 

10 transcoding audio information.  

BACKGROUND ART 

A. Coding 

Many communications systems face the problem that the demand for 

information transmission and recording capacity often exceeds the available capacity.  

15 As a result, there is considerable interest among those in the fields of broadcasting 

and recording to reduce the amount of information required to transmit or record an 

audio signal intended for human perception without degrading its perceived quality.  

There is also an interest to improve the perceived quality of the output signal for a 

given bandwidth or storage capacity.  

20 Traditional methods for reducing information capacity requirements involve 

transmitting or recording only selected portions of the input signal. The remaining 

portions are discarded. Techniques known as perceptual encoding typically convert an 

original audio signal into spectral components or frequency subband signals so that 

those portions of the signal that are either redundant or irrelevant can be more easily 

25 identified and discarded. A signal portion is deemed to be redundant if it can be 

recreated from other portions of the signal. A signal portion is deemed to be irrelevant 

if it is perceptually insignificant or inaudible. A perceptual decoder can recreate the 

missing redundant portions from an encoded signal but it cannot create any missing 

irrelevant infonrnation that was not also redundant. The loss of irrelevant infonnation 

30 is acceptable in many applications, however, because its absence has no perceptible 

effect on the decoded signal.  

A signal encoding technique is perceptually transparent if it discards only 

those portions of a signal that are either redundant or perceptually irrelevant. One way 

in which irrelevant portions of a signal may be discarded is to represent spectral
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in which irrelevant portions of a signal may be discarded is to represent spectral 

components with lower levels of accuracy, which is often referred to as quantization.  

The difference between an original spectral component and its quantized 

representation is known as quantization noise. Representations with a lower accuracy 

5 have a higher level of quantization noise. Perceptual encoding techniques attempt to 

control the level of the quantization noise so that it is inaudible.  

If a perceptually transparent technique cannot achieve a sufficient reduction in 

information capacity requirements, then a perceptually non-transparent technique is 

needed to discard additional signal portions that are not redundant and are 

10 perceptually relevant. The inevitable result is that the perceived fidelity of the 

transmitted or recorded signal is degraded. Preferably, a perceptually non-transparent 

technique discards only those portions of the signal deemed to have the least 

perceptual significance.  

An encoding technique referred to as "coupling," which is often regarded as a 

15 perceptually non-transparent technique, may be used to reduce information capacity 

requirements. According to this technique, the spectral components in two or more 

input audio signals are combined to forn a coupled-channel signal with a composite 

representation of these spectral components. Side infonnation is also generated that 

represents a spectral envelope of the spectral components in each of the input audio 

20 signals that are combined to form the composite representation. An encoded signal 

that includes the coupled-channel signal and the side infonnation is transmitted or 

recorded for subsequent decoding by a receiver. The receiver generates decoupled 

signals, which are inexact replicas of the original input signals, by generating copies 

of the coupled-channel signal and using the side infonnation to scale spectral 

25 components in the copied signals so that the spectral envelopes of the original input 

signals are substantially restored. A typical coupling technique for a two-channel 

stereo system combines high-frequency components of the left and right channel 

signals to form a single signal of composite high-frequency components and generates 

side information representing the spectral envelopes of the high-frequency 

30 components in the original left and right channel signals. One example of a coupling 

technique is described in "Digital Audio Compression (AC-3)," Advanced Television 

Systems Committee (ATSC) Standard document A/52 (1994), which is referred to 

herein as the A/52 Document.
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An encoding technique known as spectral regeneration is a perceptually non

transparent technique that may be used to reduce information capacity requirements.  

In many implementations, this technique is referred to as "high-frequency 

regeneration" (HFR) because only high-fiequency spectral components are 

5 regenerated. According to this technique, a baseband signal containing only low

frequency components of an input audio signal is transmitted or stored. Side 

infonnation is also provided that represents a spectral envelope of the original high

frequency components. An encoded signal that includes the baseband signal and the 

side information is transmitted or recorded for subsequent decoding by a receiver. The 

10 receiver regenerates the omitted high-frequency components with spectral levels 

based on the side information and combines the baseband signal with the regenerated 

high-frequency components to produce an output signal. A description of known 

methods for HFR can be found in Makhoul and Berouti, "High-Frequency 

Regeneration in Speech Coding Systems", Proc. of the International Conf on Acoust., 

15 Speech and Signal Proc., April 1979. Improved spectral regeneration techniques that 

are suitable for encoding high-quality music are disclosed in U.S. patent application 

serial no. 10/113,858 entitled "Broadband Frequency Translation for High Frequency 

Regeneration" filed March 28, 2002, U.S. patent application serial no. 10/174,493 

entitled "Audio Coding System Using Spectral Hole Filling" filed June 17, 2002, U.S.  

20 patent application serial no. 10/238,047 entitled "Audio Coding System Using 

Characteristics of a Decoded Signal to Adapt Synthesized Spectral Components" filed 

September 6, 2002, and U.S. patent application serial no. 10/434,449 entitled 

"Improved Audio Coding Systems and Methods Using Spectral Component Coupling 

and Spectral Component Regeneration" filed May 8, 2003.  

25 B. Transcoding 

Known coding techniques have reduced the information capacity requirements 

of audio signals for given level of perceived quality or, conversely, have improved the 

perceived quality of audio signals having a specified information capacity. Despite 

this success, demands for further advancement exist and coding research continues to 

30 discover new coding teclmiques and to discover new ways to use known techniques.  

One consequence of further advancements is a potential incompatibility 

between signals that are encoded by newer coding techniques and existing equipment 

that implements older coding techniques. Although much effort has been made by
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standards organizations and equipment manufacturers to prevent premature 

obsolescence, older receivers cannot always correctly decode signals that are encoded 

by newer coding techniques. Conversely, newer receivers cannot always correctly 

decode signals that are encoded by older coding techniques. As a result, both 

5 professionals and consumers acquire and maintain many pieces of equipment if they 

wish to ensure compatibility with signals encoded by older and newer coding 

techniques.  

One way in which this burden can be eased or avoided is to acquire a 

transcoder that can convert encoded signals from one format to another. A transcoder 

10 can serve as a bridge between different coding techniques. For example, a transcoder 

can convert a signal that is encoded by a new coding technique into another signal 

that is compatible with receivers that can decode only those signals that are encoded 

by an older technique.  

Conventional transcoding implements complete decoding and encoding 

15 processes. Referring to the transcoding example mentioned above, an input encoded 

signal is decoded using a newer decoding technique to obtain spectral components 

that are then converted into a digital audio signal by synthesis filtering. The digital 

audio signal is then converted into spectral components again by analysis filtering, 

and these spectral components are then encoded using an older encoding technique.  

20 The result is an encoded signal that is compatible with older receiving equipment.  

Transcoding may also be used to convert from older to newer fonnats, to convert 

between different contemporary formats and to convert between different bit rates of 

the same format.  

Conventional transcoding techniques have serious disadvantages when they 

25 are used to convert signals that are encoded by perceptual coding systems. One 

disadvantage is that conventional transcoding equipment is relatively expensive 

because it must implement complete decoding and encoding processes. A second 

disadvantage is that the perceived quality of the transcoded signal after decoding is 

almost always degraded relative to the perceived quality of the input encoded signal 

30 after decoding.
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DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to provide coding techniques that can be 

used to improve the quality of transcoded signals and to allow transcoding equipment to 

be implemented less expensively.  

5 This object is achieved by the present invention as set forth in the claims. A 
transcoding technique decodes an input encoded signal to obtain spectral components 
and then encodes the spectral components into an output encoded signal.  
Implementation costs and signal degradation incurred by synthesis and analysis filtering 
are avoided. Implementation costs of the transcoder may be further reduced by 

10 providing control parameters in the encoded signal rather than have the transcoder 
determine these control parameters for itself 

Accordingly, there is provided a method of processing an audio signal comprising: 

receiving a signal conveying initial scaled values and initial scale factors 

representing spectral components of the audio signal, wherein each initial scale 

15 factor is associated with one or more initial scaled values, each initial scaled 

value is scaled according to its associated initial scale factor, and each initial 

scaled value and associated initial scale factor represent the value of a respective 

spectral component; 

generating coded spectral information by performing a coding process that 

20 is responsive to initial spectral information that comprises at least some of the 

initial scale factors; 

deriving one or more first control parameters in response to the initial 

scale factors and a first bit-rate requirement; 

allocating bits according to a first bit allocation process in response to the 

25 one or more first control parameters; 

obtaining quantized scaled values by quantizing at least some of the initial 

scaled values using quantizing resolutions based on numbers of bits allocated by 
the first bit allocation process;
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obtaining quantized scaled values by quantizing at least some of the initial 

scaled values using quantizing resolutions based on numbers of bits allocated by 

the first bit allocation process; 

deriving one or more second control parameters in response to at least 

5 some of the initial scale factors, one or more modified scale factors and a second 

bit-rate requirement, wherein the one or more modified scale factors are obtained 

by: 

analyzing the initial spectral information with respect to a synthesis 

process to be applied to the coded spectral information in a decoding 

10 method that generates synthesized spectral components represented by 

synthesized scaled values and associated synthesized scale factors to 

identify one or more potentially unnormalized synthesized scaled values, 

wherein the synthesis process is quasi-inverse to the coding process, and 

generating the one or more modified scale factors to represent 

15 modified values of initial scale factors in the initial spectral information 

corresponding to synthesized scale factors that are associated with at least 

some of the one or more potentially unnormalized synthesized scaled 

values to compensate for loss of normalization of the identified potentially 

unnormalized synthesized scaled values; and 

20 assembling encoded information into an encoded signal, wherein the 

encoded information represents the quantized scaled values, at least some of the 

initial scale factors, the coded spectral information, the one or more first control 

parameters and the one or more second control parameters.  

The present invention also provides for a method of transcoding encoded audio 

25 information comprising: 

receiving a first encoded signal conveying first quantized scaled values 

and first scale factors representing spectral components of an audio signal in a
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first frequency band, and conveying one or more first control parameters and one 
or more second control parameters; 

obtaining the first quantized scaled values and the first scale factors from 
the first encoded signal, wherein each first scale factor is associated with one or 

5 more first quantized scaled values, each first quantized scaled value is scaled 
according to its associated first scale factor, and each first quantized scaled value 
and associated first scale factor represent a respective spectral component; 

obtaining the one or more first control parameters and the one or more 
second control parameters from the first encoded signal, wherein the one or more 

10 first control parameters were derived in response to a first bit-rate requirement 
for the first encoded signal and the one or more second control parameters were 
derived in response to a second bit-rate requirement for a second encoded signal 
that is not equal to the first bit rate; 

allocating bits according to a first bit allocation process in response to the 
15 one or more first control parameters and obtaining dequantized scaled values by 

dequantizing the first quantized scaled values according to quantizing resolutions 
based on numbers of bits allocated by the first bit allocation process; 

generating synthesized spectral components from the dequantized scaled 
values, wherein the synthesized spectral components represent spectral content in 

20 a second frequency band outside the first frequency band; 

generating one or more second scale factors for the synthesized spectral 
components and generating one or more second scaled values, wherein each 
second scale factor is associated with one or more second scaled values and each 
second scaled value is scaled according to its associated second scale factor; 

25 allocating bits according to a second bit allocation process in response to 
the one or more second control parameters and obtaining second quantized 
scaled values by quantizing the dequantized scaled values and the second scaled
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values using quantizing resolutions based on numbers of bits allocated by the 

second bit allocation process; and 

assembling the second quantized scaled values, the second scale factors 

and the one or more second control parameters into the second encoded signal.  

s The present invention further provides an encoder for processing an audio signal, 

wherein the encoder comprises: 

means for receiving a signal conveying initial scaled values and initial 

scale factors representing spectral components of the audio signal, wherein each 

initial scale factor is associated with one or more initial scaled values, each initial 

10 scaled value is scaled according to its associated initial scale factor, and each 

initial scaled value and associated initial scale factor represent the value of a 

respective spectral component; 

means for generating coded spectral information by performing a coding 

process that is responsive to initial spectral information that comprises at least 

15 some of the initial scale factors; 

means for deriving one or more first control parameters in response to the 

initial scale factors and a first bit-rate requirement; 

means for allocating bits according to a first bit allocation process in 

response to the one or more first control parameters; 

20 means for obtaining quantized scaled values by quantizing at least some 

of the initial scaled values using quantizing resolutions based on numbers of bits 

allocated by the first bit allocation process; 

means for deriving one or more second control parameters in response to 

at least some of the initial scale factors, one or more modified scale factors and a 

25 second bit-rate requirement, wherein the one or more modified scale factors are 

obtained by:
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analyzing the initial spectral information with respect to a synthesis 

process to be applied to the coded spectral information in a decoding 

method that generates synthesized spectral components represented by 

synthesized scaled values and associated synthesized scale factors to 

5 identify one or more potentially unnormalized synthesized scaled values, 

wherein the synthesis process is quasi-inverse to the coding process, and 

generating the one or more modified scale factors to represent 

modified values of initial scale factors in the initial spectral information 

corresponding to synthesized scale factors that are associated with at least 

10 some of the one or more potentially unnormalized synthesized scaled 

values to compensate for loss of normalization of the identified potentially 

unnormalized synthesized scaled values; and 

means for assembling encoded information into an encoded signal, wherein the encoded 
information represents the quantized scaled values, at least some of the initial scale 

15 factors, the coded spectral information, the one or more first control parameters and the 
one or more second control parameters.  

The present invention further provides a transcoder for transcoding encoded audio 

information, wherein the transcoder comprises: 

means for receiving a first encoded signal conveying first quantized scaled 

20 values and first scale factors representing spectral components of an audio signal 

in a first frequency band, and conveying one or more first control parameters and 

one or more second control parameters; 

means for obtaining the first quantized scaled values and the first scale 

factors from the first encoded signal, wherein each first scale factor is associated 

25 with one or more first quantized scaled values, each first quantized scaled value 

is scaled according to its associated first scale factor, and each first quantized 

scaled value and associated first scale factor represent a respective spectral 

component;
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means for obtaining the one or more first control parameters and the one 

or more second control parameters from the first encoded signal, wherein the one 

or more first control parameters were derived in response to a first bit-rate 

requirement for the first encoded signal and the one or more second control 

s parameters were derived in response to a second bit-rate requirement for a 

second encoded signal that is not equal to the first bit rate; 

means for allocating bits according to a first bit allocation process in 

response to the one or more first control parameters and obtaining dequantized 

scaled values by dequantizing the first quantized scaled values according to 

10 quantizing resolutions based on numbers of bits allocated by the first bit 

allocation process; 

means for generating synthesized spectral components from the 

dequantized scaled values, wherein the synthesized spectral components 

represent spectral content in a second frequency band outside the first frequency 

15 band; 

means for generating one or more second scale factors for the synthesized 

spectral components and for generating one or more second scaled values, 

wherein each second scale factor is associated with one or more second scaled 

values and each second scaled value is scaled according to its associated second 

20 scale factor; 

means for allocating bits according to a second bit allocation process in 

response to the one or more second control parameters and obtaining second 

quantized scaled values by quantizing the dequantized scaled values and the 

second scaled values using quantizing resolutions based on numbers of bits 
25 allocated by the second bit allocation process; and 

means for assembling the second quantized scaled values, the second scale factors and 
the one or more second control parameters into the second encoded signal.
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The present invention also provides a medium conveying a program of instructions 

executable by a device, wherein execution of the program of instructions causes the 

device to perform a method for transcoding audio information, wherein the method 

comprises: 

5 receiving a signal conveying initial scaled values and initial scale factors 

representing spectral components of the audio signal, wherein each initial scale 

factor is associated with one or more initial scaled values, each initial scaled 

value is scaled according to its associated initial scale factor, and each initial 

scaled value and associated initial scale factor represent the value of a respective 
10 spectral component; 

generating coded spectral information by performing a coding process that 
is responsive to initial spectral information that comprises at least some of the 

initial scale factors; 

deriving one or more first control parameters in response to the initial 
15 scale factors and a first bit-rate requirement; 

allocating bits according to a first bit allocation process in response to the 
one or more first control parameters; 

obtaining quantized scaled values by quantizing at least some of the initial 
scaled values using quantizing resolutions based on numbers of bits allocated by 

20 the first bit allocation process; 

deriving one or more second control parameters in response to at least 
some of the initial scale factors, one or more modified scale factors and a second 
bit-rate requirement, wherein the one or more modified scale factors are obtained 
by: 

25 analyzing the initial spectral information with respect to a synthesis 
process to be applied to the coded spectral information in a decoding
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method that generates synthesized spectral components represented by 
synthesized scaled values and associated synthesized scale factors to 
identify one or more potentially unnormalized synthesized scaled values, 
wherein the synthesis process is quasi-inverse to the coding process, and 

generating the one or more modified scale factors to represent 
modified values of initial scale factors in the initial spectral information 
corresponding to synthesized scale factors that are associated with at least 
some of the one or more potentially unnormalized synthesized scaled 
values to compensate for loss of normalization of the identified potentially 

10 unnormalized synthesized scaled values; and 

assembling encoded information into an encoded signal, wherein the encoded 
information represents the quantized scaled values, at least some of the initial scale 
factors, the coded spectral information, the one or more first control parameters and the 
one or more second control parameters.  

15 The present invention also provides a medium conveying a program of instructions 
executable by a device, wherein execution of the program of instructions causes the 
device to perform a method for transcoding encoded audio information, wherein the 
method comprises: 

receiving a first encoded signal conveying first quantized scaled values 
20 and first scale factors representing spectral components of an audio signal in a 

first frequency band, and conveying one or more first control parameters and one 
or more second control parameters; 

obtaining the first quantized scaled values and the first scale factors from 
the first encoded signal, wherein each first scale factor is associated with one or 

25 more first quantized scaled values, each first quantized scaled value is scaled 
according to its associated first scale factor, and each first quantized scaled value 
and associated first scale factor represent a respective spectral component;
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obtaining the one or more first control parameters and the one or more 

second control parameters from the first encoded signal, wherein the one or more 

first control parameters were derived in response to a first bit-rate requirement 

for the first encoded signal and the one or more second control parameters were 

s derived in response to a second bit-rate requirement for a second encoded signal 

that is not equal to the first bit rate; 

allocating bits according to a first bit allocation process in response to the 

one or more first control parameters and obtaining dequantized scaled values by 

dequantizing the first quantized scaled values according to quantizing resolutions 

10 based on numbers of bits allocated by the first bit allocation process; 

generating synthesized spectral components from the dequantized scaled 

values, wherein the synthesized spectral components represent spectral content in 

a second frequency band outside the first frequency band; 

generating one or more second scale factors for the synthesized spectral 
15 components and generating one or more second scaled values, wherein each 

second scale factor is associated with one or more second scaled values and each 

second scaled value is scaled according to its associated second scale factor; 

allocating bits according to a second bit allocation process in response to 
the one or more second control parameters and obtaining second quantized 

20 scaled values by quantizing the dequantized scaled values and the second scaled 

values using quantizing resolutions based on numbers of bits allocated by the 
second bit allocation process; and 

assembling the second quantized scaled values, the second scale factors and the one or 
more second control parameters into the second encoded signal.  

25 The various features of the present invention and its preferred embodiments may 
be better understood by referring to the following discussion and the accompanying 
drawings in which like reference numerals refer to like elements in the several figures.  
The contents of the following discussion and the drawings are set forth as examples
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only and should not be understood to represent limitations upon the scope of the present 

invention.  

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Fig. I is a schematic diagram of an audio encoding transmitter.  

5 Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram of an audio decoding receiver.  

Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of a transcoder.  

Figs. 4 and 5 are schematic diagrams of audio encoding transmitters that 

incorporate various aspects of the present invention.  

Fig. 6 is a schematic block diagram of an apparatus that can implement various 

io aspects of the present invention.  

MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION 

A. Overview 

A basic audio coding system includes an encoding transmitter, a decoding receiver, and 

a communication path or recording medium. The transmitter receives an input signal 

1s representing one or more channels of audio and generates an encoded signal that 

represents the audio. The transmitter then transmits the encoded signal to the 

communication path for conveyance or to the recording medium for storage. The 

receiver receives the encoded signal from the communication path or recording
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medium and generates an output signal that may be an exact or approximate replica of 

the original audio. If the output signal is not an exact replica, many coding systems 

attempt to provide a replica that is perceptually indistinguishable from the original 

input audio.  

5 An inherent and obvious requirement for proper operation of any coding 

system is that the receiver must be able to correctly decode the encoded signal.  

Because of advances in coding techniques, however, situations arise where it is 

desirable to use a receiver to decode a signal that has been encoded by coding 

techniques that the receiver cannot correctly decode. For example, an encoded signal 

10 may have been generated by an encoding technique that expects the decoder to 

perfonn spectral regeneration but a receiver cannot perform spectral regeneration.  

Conversely, an encoded signal may have been generated by an encoding technique 

that does not expect the decoder to perform spectral regeneration but a receiver 

expects and requires an encoded signal that needs spectral regeneration. The present 

15 invention is directed toward transcoding that can provide a bridge between 

incompatible coding techniques and coding equipment.  

A few coding techniques are described below as an introduction to a detailed 

description of some ways in which the present invention may be implemented.  

1. Basic System 

20 a) Encoding Transmitter 

Fig. 1 is a schematic illustration of one implementation of a split-band audio 

encoding transmitter 10 that receives from the path 11 an input audio signal. The 

analysis filterbank 12 splits the input audio signal into spectral components that 

represent the spectral content of the audio signal. The encoder 13 performs a process 

25 that encodes at least some of the spectral components into coded spectral information.  

Spectral components that are not encoded by the encoder 13 are quantized by the 

quantizer 15 using a quantizing resolution that is adapted in response to control 

parameters received from the quantizing controller 14. Optionally, some or all of the 

coded spectral infonnation may also be quantized. The quantizing controller 14 

30 derives the control parameters from detected characteristics of the input audio signal.  

In the implementation shown, the detected characteristics are obtained from 

information provided by the encoder 13. The quantizing controller 14 may also derive 

the control parameters in response to other characteristics of the audio signal
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including temporal characteristics. These characteristics may be obtained from an 

analysis of the audio signal prior to, within or after processing performed by the 

analysis filterbank 12. Data representing the quantized spectral information, the coded 

spectral information and data representing the control parameters are assembled by 

5 the fornatter 16 into an encoded signal, which is passed along the path 17 for 

transmission or storage. The fonrinatter 16 may also assemble other data into the 

encoded signal such as synchronization words, parity or error detection codes, 

database retrieval keys, and auxiliary signals, which are not pertinent to an 

understanding of the present invention and are not discussed further.  

10 The encoded signal may be transmitted by baseband or modulated 

communication paths throughout the spectrum including from supersonic to ultraviolet 

frequencies, or it may be recorded on media using essentially any recording 

technology including magnetic tape, cards or disk, optical cards or disc, and detectable 

markings on media like paper.  

15 (1) Analysis Filterbank 

The analysis filterbank 12 and the synthesis filterbank 25, discussed below, 

may be implemented in essentially any way that is desired including a wide range of 

digital filter technologies, block transforms and wavelet transforms. In one audio 

coding system, the analysis filterbank 12 is implemented by a Modified Discrete 

20 Cosine Transform (MDCT) and the synthesis filterbank 25 is implemented by an 

Inverse Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (IMDCT) that are described in Princen 

et al., "Subband/Transform Coding Using Filter Bank Designs Based on Time Domain 

Aliasing Cancellation," Proc. of the International Conf on Acoust., Speech and Signal 

Proc., May 1987, pp. 2161-64. No particular filterbank implementation is important in 

25 principle.  

Analysis filterbanks that are implemented by block transfonns split a block or 

interval of an input signal into a set of transfonn coefficients that represent the 

spectral content of that interval of signal. A group of one or more adjacent transform 

coefficients represents the spectral content within a particular frequency subband 

30 having a bandwidth commensurate with the number of coefficients in the group.  

Analysis filterbanks that are implemented by some type of digital filter such as 

a polyphase filter, rather than a block transform, split an input signal into a set of 

subband signals. Each subband signal is a time-based representation of the spectral
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content of the input signal within a particular frequency subband. Preferably, the 

subband signal is decimated so that each subband signal has a bandwidth that is 

commensurate with the number of samples in the subband signal for a unit interval of 

time.  

5 The following discussion refers more particularly to implementations that use 

block transforms like the Time Domain Aliasing Cancellation (TDAC) transfonn 

mentioned above. In this discussion, the tenn "spectral components" refers to the 

transform coefficients and the terms "frequency subband" and "subband signal" 

pertain to groups of one or more adjacent transform coefficients. Principles of the 

10 present invention may be applied to other types of implementations, however, so the 

tenns "frequency subband" and "subband signal" pertain also to a signal representing 

spectral content of a portion of the whole bandwidth of a signal, and the term 

"spectral components" generally may be understood to refer to samples or elements of 

the subband signal. Perceptual coding systems usually implement the analysis 

15 filterbank to provide frequency subbands having bandwidths that are commensurate 

with the so called critical bandwidths of the human auditory system.  

(2) Coding 

The encoder 13 may perfonn essentially any type of encoding process that is 

desired. In one implementation, the encoding process converts the spectral 

20 components into a scaled representation comprising scaled values and associated scale 

factors, which is discussed below. In other implementations, encoding processes like 

matrixing or the generation of side information for spectral regeneration or coupling 

may also be used. Some of these techniques are discussed in more detail below.  

The transmitter 10 may include other coding processes that are not suggested 

25 by Fig. 1. For example, the quantized spectral components may be subjected to an 

entropy coding process such as arithmetic coding or Huffinan coding. A detailed 

description of coding processes like these is not needed to understand the present 

invention.  

(3) Quantization 

30 The resolution of the quantizing provided by the quantizer 15 is adapted in 

response to control parameters received from the quantizing controller 14. These 

control parameters may be derived in any way desired; however, in a perceptual 

encoder, some type of perceptual model is used to estimate how much quantization
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noise can be masked by the audio signal to be encoded. In many applications, the 

quantizing controller is also responsive to restrictions imposed on the information 

capacity of the encoded signal. This restriction is sometimes expressed in tenns of a 

maximum allowable bit rate for the encoded signal or for a specified part of the 

5 encoded signal.  

In preferred implementations of perceptual coding systems, the control 

parameters are used by a bit allocation process to detennine the number of bits to 

allocate to each spectral component and to determine the quantizing resolutions that 

the quantizer 15 uses to quantize each spectral component so that the audibility of 

10 quantization noise is minimized subject to information capacity or bit-rate restrictions.  

No particular implementation of the quantizing controller 14 is critical to the present 

invention.  

One example of a quantizing controller is disclosed in the A/52 Document, 

which describes a coding system sometimes referred to as Dolby AC-3. In this 

15 implementation, spectral components of an audio signal are represented by a scaled 

representation in which scale factors provide an estimate of the spectral shape of the 

audio signal. A perceptual model uses the scale factors to calculate a masking curve 

that estimates masking effects of the audio signal. The quantizing controller then 

determines an allowable noise threshold, which controls how spectral components are 

20 quantized so that quantization noise is distributed in some optimum fashion to meet 

an imposed information capacity limit or bit rate. The allowable noise threshold is a 

replica of the masking curve and is offset from the masking curve by an amount 

determined by the quantizing controller. In this implementation, the control 

parameters are the values that define the allowable noise threshold. These parameters 

25 may be expressed in a number of ways such as a direct expression of the threshold 

itself or as values like the scale factors and an offset from which the allowed noise 

threshold can be derived.  

b) Decoding Receiver 

Fig. 2 is a schematic illustration of one implementation of a split-band audio 

30 decoding receiver 20 that receives from path 21 an encoded signal representing an 

audio signal. The defonnatter 22 obtains quantized spectral information, coded 

spectral infonnation and control parameters from the encoded signal. The quantized 

spectral infonnation is dequantized by the dequantizer 23 using a resolution that is
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adapted in response to the control parameters. Optionally, some or all of the coded 

spectral infonnation may also be dequantized. The coded spectral information is 

decoded by the decoder 24 and combined with the dequantized spectral components, 

which are converted into an audio signal by the synthesis filterbank 25 and passed 

5 along path 26.  

The processes perfonned in the receiver are complementary to corresponding 

processes performed in the transmitter. The deformatter 22 disassembles what was 

assembled by the fornatter 16. The decoder 24 performs a decoding process that is 

either an exact inverse or a quasi-inverse of the encoding process performed by the 

10 encoder 13, and the dequantizer 23 performs a process that is a quasi-inverse of the 

process performed by the quantizer 15. The synthesis filterbank 25 carries out a 

filtering process that is inverse to that carried out by the analysis filterbank 12. The 

decoding and dequantizing processes are said to be a quasi-inverse process because 

they may not provide a perfect reversal of the complementary processes in the 

15 transmitter.  

In some implementations, synthesized or pseudo-random noise can be inserted 

into some of the least significant bits of dequantized spectral components or used as a 

substitute for one or more spectral components. The receiver may also perform 

additional decoding processes to account for any other coding that may have been 

20 performed in the transmitter.  

c) Transcoder 

Fig. 3 is a schematic illustration of one implementation of a transcoder 30 that 

receives from path 31 an encoded signal representing an audio signal. The deformatter 

32 obtains quantized spectral infonnation, coded spectral information, one or more 

25 first control parameters and one or more second control parameters from the encoded 

signal. The quantized spectral information is dequantized by the dequantizer 33 using 

a resolution that is adapted in response to the one or more first control parameters 

received from the encoded signal. Optionally, some or all of the coded spectral 

information may also be dequantized. If necessary, all or some of the coded spectral 

30 infonnation may be decoded by the decoder 34 for transcoding.  

The encoder 35 is an optional component that may not be needed for a 

particular transcoding application. If necessary, encoder 35 performs a process that 

encodes at least some of the dequantized spectral information, or coded and/or
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decoded spectral information, into re-encoded spectral information. Spectral 

components that are not encoded by the encoder 35 are re-quantized by the quantizer 

36 using a quantizing resolution that is adapted in response to the one or more second 

control parameters received from the encoded signal. Optionally, some or all of the 

5 re-encoded spectral infonnation may also be quantized. Data representing the re

quantized spectral information, the re-encoded spectral information and data 

representing the one or more second control parameters are assembled by the 

fonnatter 37 into an encoded signal, which is passed along the path 38 for 

transmission or storage. The formatter 37 may also assemble other data into the 

10 encoded signal as discussed above for the formatter 16.  

The transcoder 30 is able to perform its operations more efficiently because no 

computational resources are required to implement a quantizing controller to 

determine the first and second control parameters. The transcoder 30 may include one 

or more quantizer controllers like the quantizing controller 14 described above to 

15 derive the one or more second control parameters and/or the one or more first control 

parameters rather than obtain these parameters from the encoded signal. Features of 

the encoding transmitter 10 that are needed to determine the first and second control 

parameters are discussed below.  

2. Representation of Values 

20 (1) Scaling 

Audio coding systems typically must represent audio signals with a dynamic 

range that exceeds 100 dB. The number of bits needed for a binary representation of 

an audio signal or its spectral components that can express this dynamic range is 

proportional to the accuracy of the representation. In applications like the 

25 conventional compact disc, pulse-code modulated (PCM) audio is represented by 

sixteen bits. Many professional applications use even more bits, 20 or 24 bits for 

example, to represent PCM audio with greater dynamic range and higher precision.  

An integer representation of an audio signal or its spectral components is very 

inefficient and many coding systems use another type of representation that includes a 

30 scaled value and an associated scale factor of the form 

s = v-f (1) 

where s = the value of an audio component; 

v = a scaled value; and
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f= the associated scale factor.  

The scaled value v may be expressed in essentially any way that may be desired 

including factional representations and integer representations. Positive and negative 

values may be represented in a variety of ways including sign-magnitude and various 

5 complement representations like one's complement and two's complement for binary 

numbers. The scale factor f may be a simple number or it may be essentially any 

function such as an exponential function g or logarithmic function log gf, where g 

is the base of the exponential and logarithmic functions.  

In a preferred implementation suitable for use in many digital computers, a 

10 particular floating-point representation is used in which a "mantissa" m is the scaled 

value, expressed as a binary fraction using a two's complement representation, and an 

"exponent" x represents the scale factor, which is the exponential function 2 '. The 

remainder of this disclosure refers to floating-point mantissas and exponents; 

however, it should be understood that this particular representation is merely one way 

15 in which the present invention may be applied to audio infonnation represented by 

scaled values and scale factors.  

The value of an audio signal component is expressed in this particular 

floating-point representation as follows: 

s=m- 2' (2) 

20 For example, suppose a spectral component has a value equal to 0.175781251o, which 

is equal to the binary fraction 0.001011012. This value can be represented by many 

pairs of mantissas and exponents as shown in Table I.  

Mantissa (m) Exponent (x) Expression 
0.001011012 0 0.00101101 2 x 20  0.17578125 x 1 = 0.17578125 
0.01011012 1 0.0101101 2 x 2- =0.3515625 x 0.5 = 0.17578125 
0.1011012 2 0.1011012 x 22 = 0.703125 x 0.25 = 0.17578125 
1.011012 3 1.01101 2 x 2- = 1.40625 x 0.125 = 0.17578125 

25 Table I 

In this particular floating-point representation, a negative number is expressed 

by a mantissa having a value that is the two's complement of the magnitude of the 

negative number. Referring to the last row shown in Table I, for example, the binary 

30 fraction 1.011012 in a two's complement representation expresses the decimal value
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-0.59375. As a result, the value actually represented by the floating-point number 

shown in the last row of the table is -0.59375 x 2 = -0.07421875, which differs from 

the intended value shown in the table. The significance of this aspect is discussed 

below.  

5 (2) Nonnalization 

The value of a floating-point number can be expressed with fewer bits if the 

floating-point representation is "normalized." A non-zero floating-point representation 

is said to be normalized if the bits in a binary expression of the mantissa have been 

shifted into the most-significant bit positions as far as possible without losing any 

10 infonnation about the value. In a two's complement representation, nonnalized 

positive mantissas are always greater than or equal to +0.5 and less than +1, and 

normalized negative mantissas are always less than -0.5 and greater than or equal to 

-1. This is equivalent to having the most significant bit being not equal to the sign bit.  

In Table I, the floating-point representation in the third row is normalized. The 

15 exponent x for the nonnalized mantissa is equal to 2, which is the number of bit 

shifts required to move a one-bit into the most-significant bit position.  

Suppose a spectral component has a value equal to the decimal fraction 

-0.17578125, which is equal to the binary number 1.110100112. The initial one-bit in 

the two's complement representation indicates the value of the number is negative.  

20 This value may be represented as a floating-point number having a normalized 

mantissa n = 1.0100112. The exponent x for this nonnalized mantissa is equal to 2, 

which is the number of bit shifts required to move a zero-bit into the most-significant 

bit position.  

The.floating-point representation shown in the first, second and last rows of 

25 Table I are unnonnalized representations. The representations shown in the first two 

rows of the table are "under-normalized" and the representation shown in the last row 

of the table is "over-nonnalized." 

For coding purposes, the exact value of a mantissa of a normalized floating

point number can be represented with fewer bits. For example, the value of the 

30 unnormalized mantissa n = 0.001011012 can be represented by nine bits. Eight bits 

are needed to represent the fractional value and one bit is needed to represent the sign.  

The value of the normalized mantissa M = 0.1011012 can be represented by only 

seven bits. The value of the over-normalized mantissa i = 1.011012 shown in the last
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row of Table I can be represented by even fewer bits; however, as explained above, a 

floating-point number with an over-nornalized mantissa no longer represents the 

correct value.  

These examples help illustrate why it is usually desirable to avoid under

5 nonnalized mantissas and why it is usually critical to avoid over-nonnalized 

mantissas. The existence of under-normalized mantissas may mean bits are used 

inefficiently in an encoded signal or a value is represented less accurately, but the 

existence of over-normalized mantissas usually means values are badly distorted.  

(3) Other Considerations for Normalization 

10 In many implementations, the exponent is represented by a fixed number of 

bits or, alternatively, is constrained to have value within a prescribed range. If the bit 

length of the mantissa is longer than the maximum possible exponent value, the 

mantissa is capable of expressing a value that cannot be normalized. For example, if 

the exponent is represented by three bits, it can express any value from zero to seven.  

15 If the mantissa is represented by sixteen bits, the smallest non-zero value that it is 

capable of representing requires fourteen bit shifts for normalization. The 3-bit 

exponent clearly cannot express the value needed to nonnalize this mantissa value.  

This situation does not affect the basic principles upon which the present invention is 

based but practical implementations should ensure that arithmetic operations do not 

20 shift mantissas beyond the range that the associated exponent is capable of 

representing.  

It is generally very inefficient to represent each spectral component in an 

encoded signal with its own mantissa and exponent. Fewer exponents are needed if 

multiple mantissas share a common exponent. This arrangement is sometimes referred 

25 to as a block-floating-point (BFP) representation. The value of the exponent for the 

block is established so that the value with largest magnitude in the block is 

represented by a nonnalized mantissa.  

Fewer exponents, and as a result fewer bits to express the exponents, are 

needed if larger blocks are used. The use of larger blocks will, however, usually cause 

30 more values in the block to be under-normalized. The size of the block, therefore, is 

usually chosen to balance a trade off between the number of bits needed to convey 

exponents and the resulting inaccuracies and inefficiencies of representing under

normalized mantissas.
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The choice of block size can also affect other aspects of coding such as the 

accuracy of the masking curve calculated by a perceptual model used in the 

quantizing controller 14. In some implementations, the perceptual model uses BFP 

exponents as an estimate of spectral shape to calculate a masking curve. If very large 

5 blocks are used for BFP, the spectral resolution of the BFP exponent is reduced and 

the accuracy of the masking curve calculated by the perceptual model is degraded.  

Additional details may be obtained from the A/52 Document.  

The consequences of using BFP representations are not discussed in the 

following description. It is sufficient to understand that when BFP representations are 

10 used, it is very likely that some spectral components will be always be under

normalized.  

(4) Quantization 

The quantization of a spectral component represented in floating-point fonn 

generally refers to a quantization of the mantissa. The exponent generally is not 

15 quantized but is represented by a fixed number of bits or, alternatively, is constrained 

to have a value within a prescribed range.  

If the normalized mantissa in = 0.101101 shown in Table I is quantized to a 

resolution of 0.0625 = 0.00012 then the quantized mantissa q(ni) is equal to the 

binary fraction 0.10112, which can be represented by five bits and is equal to the 

20 decimal fraction 0.6875. The value represented by the floating-point representation 

after being quantized to this particular resolution is q(m) - 2 

= 0.6875 x 0.25 = 0.171875.  

If the normalized mantissa shown in the table is quantized to a resolution of 

0.25 = 0.012 then the quantized mantissa is equal to the binary fraction 0.102, which 

25 can be represented by three bits and is equal to the decimal fraction 0.5. The value 

represented by the floating-point representation after being quantized to this coarser 

resolution is q(s) = 0.5 x 0.25 = 0.125.  

These particular examples are provided merely for convenience of 

explanation. No particular fonn of quantization and no particular relationship between 

30 the quantizing resolution and the number of bits required to represent a quantized 

mantissa is important in principle to the present invention.
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(5) Arithmetic Operations 

Many processors and other hardware logic implement a special set of 

arithmetic operations that can be applied directly to a floating-point representation of 

numbers. Some processors and processing logic do not implement such operations 

5 and it is sometimes attractive to use these types of processors because they are usually 

much less expensive. When using such processors, one method of simulating floating

point operations is to convert the floating-point representations to extended-precision 

fixed-point fractional representations, perform integer arithmetic operations on the 

converted values, and re-convert back to floating-point representations. A more 

10 efficient method is to perform integer arithmetic operations on the mantissas and 

exponents separately.  

By considering the effects these arithmetic operations may have on the 

mantissas, an encoding transmitter may be able to modify its encoding processes so 

that over-normalization and under-nonnalization in a subsequent decoding process 

15 can be controlled or prevented as desired. If over-nonnalization or under

normalization of a spectral component mantissa occurs in a decoding process, the 

decoder cannot correct this situation without also changing the value of the associated 

exponent.  

This is particularly troublesome for the transcoder 30 because a change in an 

20 exponent means the complex processing of a quantizing controller is needed to 

determine the control parameters for transcoding. If the exponent of a spectral 

component is changed, one or more of the control parameters that are conveyed in the 

encoded signal may no longer be valid and may need to be determined again unless 

the encoding process that determined these control parameters was able to anticipate 

25 the change.  

The effects of addition, subtraction and multiplication are of particular interest 

because these arithmetic operations are used in coding techniques like those discussed 

below.  

(a) Addition 

30 The addition of two floating-point numbers may be perfonned in two steps. In 

the first step, the scaling of the two numbers is hannonized if necessary. If the 

exponents of the two numbers are not equal, the bits of the mantissa associated with 

the larger exponent are shifted to the right by a number equal to the difference
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between the two exponents. In the second step, a "sum mantissa" is calculated by 

adding the mantissas of the two numbers using two's complement arithmetic. The sum 

of the two original numbers is then represented by the sum mantissa and the smaller 

exponent of the two original exponents.  

5 At the conclusion of the addition operation, the sum mantissa may be over

nonnalized or under-nonnalized. If the sum of the two original mantissas equals or 

exceeds +1 or is less than -1, the sum mantissa will be over-nonnalized. If the sum of 

the two original mantissas is less than +0.5 and greater than or equal to -0.5, the sum 

mantissa will be under-normalized. This latter situation can arise if the two original 

10 mantissas have opposite signs.  

(b) Subtraction 

The subtraction of two floating-point numbers may be performed in two steps 

in a way that is analogous to that described above for addition. In the second step, a 

"difference mantissa" is calculated by subtracting one original mantissa from the other 

15 original mantissa using two's complement arithmetic. The difference of the two 

original numbers is then represented by the difference mantissa and the smaller 

exponent of the two original exponents.  

At the conclusion of the subtraction operation, the difference mantissa may be 

over-normalized or under-normalized. If the difference of the two original mantissas 

20 is less than +0.5 and greater than or equal to -0.5, the difference mantissa will be 

under-normalized. If the difference of the two original mantissas equals or exceeds +1 

or is less than -1, the difference mantissa will be over-nonnalized. This latter situation 

can arise if the two original mantissas have opposite signs.  

(c) Multiplication 

25 The multiplication of two floating-point numbers may be performed in two 

steps. In the first step, a "sum exponent" is calculated by adding the exponents of the 

two original numbers. In the second step, a "product mantissa" is calculated by 

multiplying the mantissas of the two numbers using two's complement arithmetic. The 

product of the two original numbers is then represented by the product mantissa and 

30 the sum exponent.  

At the conclusion of the multiplication operation, the product mantissa may be 

under-nonnalized but, with one exception, can never be over-normalized because the 

magnitude of the product mantissa can never be greater than or equal to +1 or less
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than -1. If the product of the two original mantissas is less than +0.5 and greater than 

or equal to -0.5, the sum mantissa will be under-normalized.  

The one exception to the rule for over-normalization occurs when both 

floating-point numbers to be multiplied have mantissas equal to -1. In this case, the 

5 multiplication produces a product mantissa equal to +1, which is over-nonnalized.  

This situation can be prevented, however, by ensuring at least one of the values to be 

multiplied is never negative. For the synthesis techniques discussed below, 

multiplication is used only for synthesizing signals from coupled-channel signals and 

for spectral regeneration. The exceptional condition is avoided in coupling by 

10 requiring the coupling coefficient to be a non-negative value, and it is avoided for 

spectral regeneration by requiring the envelope scaling information, the translated 

component blending parameter and the noise-like component blending parameter to 

be non-negative values.  

The remainder of this discussion assumes coding techniques are implemented 

15 to avoid this one exceptional condition. If this condition cannot be avoided, steps 

must be taken to also avoid over-nonnalization when multiplication is used.  

(d) Summary 

The effect of these operations on mantissas can be summarized as follows: 

(1) the addition of two normalized numbers can yield a sum that may be 

20 nonnalized, under-normalized, or over-normalized; 

(2) the subtraction of two normalized numbers can yield a difference that 

may be nonnalized, under-normalized, or over-normalized; and 

(3) the multiplication of two normalized numbers can yield a product that 

may be normalized or under-nonnalized but, in view of the limitations 

25 discussed above, cannot be over-normalized.  

The value obtained from these arithmetic operations can be expressed with 

fewer bits if it is normalized. Mantissas that are under-normalized are associated with 

an exponent that is less than the ideal value for a normalized mantissa; an integer 

expression of the under-normalized mantissa will lose accuracy as significant bits are 

30 lost from the least-significant bit positions. Mantissas that are over-normalized are 

associated with an exponent that is greater than the ideal value for a normalized 

mantissa; an integer expression of the over-nonnalized mantissa will introduce 

distortion as significant bits are shifted from the most-significant bit positions into the
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sign bit position. The way in which some coding techniques affect normalization is 

discussed below.  

3. Coding Techniques 

Some applications impose severe limits on the information capacity of an 

5 encoded signal that cannot be met by basic perceptual encoding techniques without 

inserting unacceptable levels of quantization noise into the decoded signal. Additional 

coding techniques can be used that also degrade the quality of the decoded signal but 

do so in a way that reduces quantization noise to acceptable level. Some of these 

coding techniques are discussed below.  

10 a) Matrixing 

Matrixing can be used to reduce information capacity requirements in two

channel coding systems if the signals in the two channels are highly correlated. By 

matrixing two correlated signals into sum and difference signals, one of the two 

matrixed signals will have an infonnation capacity requirement that is about the same 

15 as one of the two original signals but the other matrixed signal will have a much lower 

information capacity requirement. If the two original signals are perfectly correlated, 

for example, the information capacity requirement for one of the matrixed signals will 

approach zero.  

In principle, the two original signals can be recovered perfectly from the two 

20 matrixed sum and difference signals; however, quantization noise inserted by other 

coding techniques will prevent perfect recovery. Problems with matrixing that can be 

caused by quantization noise are not pertinent to an understanding of the present 

invention and are not discussed further. Additional details may be obtained from other 

references such as U.S. patent 5,291,557, and Vernon, "Dolby Digital: Audio Coding 

25 for Digital Television and Storage Applications," Audio Eng. Soc. 17th International 

Conference, Aug. 1999, pp. 40-57. See especially pp. 50-51.  

A typical matrix for encoding a two-channel stereophonic program is shown 

below. Preferably, matrixing is applied adaptively to spectral components in subband 

signals only if the two original subband signals are deemed to be highly correlated.  

30 The matrix combines the spectral components of the left and right input channels into 

spectral components of sum- and difference-channel signals as follows: 

Mi =-2 ( Li + Ri) (3a) 

Di= 2 (Li - Ri) (3b)
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where Mi= spectral component i in the sum-channel output of the matrix; 

Di spectral component i in the difference-channel output of the matrix; 

Li spectral component i in the left channel input to the matrix; and 

Ri= spectral component i in the right channel input to the matrix.  

5 The spectral components in the sum- and difference-channel signals are 

encoded in a similar manner to that used for spectral components in signals that are 

not matrixed. In situations where the subband signals for the left- and right-channels 

are highly correlated and in phase, the spectral components in the sum-channel signal 

have magnitudes that are about the same as the magnitudes of the spectral 

10 components in the left- and right-channels, and the spectral components in the 

difference-channel signal will be substantially equal to zero. If the subband signals for 

the left- and right-channels are highly correlated and inverted in phase with respect to 

one another, this relationship between spectral component magnitudes and the sum

and difference-channel signals is reversed.  

15 If matrixing is applied to subband signals adaptively, an indication of the 

matrixing for each frequency subband is included in the encoded signal so that the 

receiver can determine when a complementary inverse matrix should be used. The 

receiver independently processes and decodes the subband signals for each channel in 

the encoded signal unless an indication is received that indicates the subband signals 

20 were matrixed. The receiver can reverse the effects of matrixing and recover spectral 

components of the left- and right-channel subband signals by applying an inverse 

matrix as follows: 

L'i= Mi + Di (4a) 

R'i = Mi - Di (4b) 

25 where L'i = spectral component i in the recovered left channel output of the matrix; 

and 

R'i= spectral component i in the recovered right channel output of the matrix.  

In general, the recovered spectral components are not exactly equal to the original 

spectral components because of quantization effects.  

30 If the inverse matrix receives spectral components with mantissas that are 

normalized, the addition and subtraction operations in the inverse matrix may result in 

recovered spectral components with mantissas that are under-nonnalized or over

normalized as explained above.
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This situation is more complicated if the receiver synthesizes substitutes for 

one or more spectral components in matrixed subband signals. The synthesis process 

usually creates spectral component values that are uncertain. This uncertainty makes it 

impossible to determine in advance which spectral components from the inverse 

5 matrix will be over-normalized or under-normalized unless the total effects of the 

synthesis process are known in advance.  

b) Coupling 

Coupling may be used to encode spectral components for multiple channels. In 

preferred implementations, coupling is restricted to spectral components in higher

10 frequency subbands; however, in principle coupling may be used for any portion of 

the spectrum.  

Coupling combines spectral components of signals in multiple channels into 

spectral components of a single coupled-channel signal and encodes information that 

represents the coupled-channel signal rather than encode information that represents 

15 the original multiple signals. The encoded signal also includes side information that 

represents the spectral shape of the original signals. This side information enables the 

receiver to synthesize multiple signals from the coupled-channel signal that have 

substantially the same spectral shape as the original multiple channel signals. One 

way in which coupling may be performed is described in the A/52 Document.  

20 The following discussion describes one simple implementation in which 

coupling may be performed. According to this implementation, the spectral 

components of the coupled-channel are fonned by calculating the average value of the 

corresponding spectral components in the multiple channels. This side information 

that represents the spectral shape of the original signals is referred to as coupling 

25 coordinates. A coupling coordinate for a particular channel is calculated from the ratio 

of spectral component energy in that particular channel to the spectral component 

energy in the coupled-channel signal.  

In a preferred implementation, both spectral components and the coupling 

coordinates are conveyed in the encoded signal as floating-point numbers. The 

30 receiver synthesizes multiple channel signals from the coupled-channel signal by 

multiplying each spectral component in the coupled-channel signal with the 

appropriate coupling coordinate. The result is a set of synthesized signals that have
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the same or substantially the same spectral shape as the original signals. This process 

can be represented as follows: 

siu = Ci- ccij (5) 
where sij = synthesized spectral component i in channel j; 

5 Ci= spectral component i in the coupled-channel signal; and 

ccj = coupling coordinate for spectral component i in channel j.  
If the coupled-channel spectral component and the coupling coordinate are 

represented by floating-point numbers that are nonnalized, the product of these two 

numbers will result in a value represented by a mantissa that may be under

10 normalized but can never be over-nonnalized for reasons that are explained above.  

This situation is more complicated if the receiver synthesizes substitutes for 

one or more spectral components in the coupled-channel signal. As mentioned above, 

the synthesis process usually creates spectral component values that are uncertain and 

this uncertainty makes it impossible to determine in advance which spectral 

15 components from the multiplication will be under-normalized unless the total effects 

of the synthesis process are known in advance.  

c) Spectral Regeneration 

In coding systems that use spectral regeneration, an encoding transmitter 

encodes only a baseband portion of an input audio signal and discards the rest. The 

20 decoding receiver generates a synthesized signal to substitute for the discarded 

portion. The encoded signal includes scaling information that is used by the decoding 

process to control signal synthesis so that the synthesized signal preserves to some 

degree the spectral levels of the portion of the input audio signal that is discarded.  

Spectral components may be regenerated in a variety of ways. Some ways use 

25 a pseudo-random number generator to generate or synthesize spectral components.  

Other ways translate or copy spectral components in the baseband signal into portions 

of the spectrum that need regeneration. No particular way is important to the present 

invention; however, descriptions of some preferred implementations may be obtained 

from the references cited above.  

30 The following discussion describes one simple implementation of spectral 

component regeneration. According to this implementation, a spectral component is 

synthesized by copying a spectral component from the baseband signal, combining 

the copied component with a noise-like component generated by a pseudo-random
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number generator, and scaling the combination according to scaling information 

conveyed in the encoded signal. The relative weights of the copied component and the 

noise-like component are also adjusted according to a blending parameter conveyed in 

the encoded signal. This process can be represented by the following expression: 

5 si=ei- [ai- Ti + bi- Ni] (6) 

where si = the synthesized spectral component i; 

ei= envelope scaling information for spectral component i; 

Ti= the copied spectral component for spectral component i; 

Ni= the noise-like component generated for spectral component i; 

10 ai = the blending parameter for translated component Ti; and 

bi= the blending parameter for noise-like component Ni.  

If the copied spectral component, envelope scaling information, noise-like 

component and blending parameter are represented by floating-point numbers that are 

normalized, the addition and multiplication operations needed to generate the 

15 synthesized spectral component will produce a value represented by a mantissa that 

may be under-normalized or over-normalized for reasons that are explained above. It 

is not possible to determine in advance which synthesized spectral components will be 

under-normalized or over-nonnalized unless the total effects of the synthesis process 

are known in advance.  

20 B. Improved Techniques 

The present invention is directed toward techniques that allow transcoding of 

perceptually encoded signals to be performed more efficiently and to provide higher

quality transcoded signals. This is accomplished by eliminating some functions from 

the transcoding process like analysis and synthesis filtering that are required in 

25 conventional encoding transmitters and decoding receivers. In its simplest form, 

transcoding according to the present invention performs a partial decoding process 

only to the extent needed to dequantize spectral information and it performs a partial 

encoding process only to the extent needed to re-quantize the dequantized spectral 

infonnation. Additional decoding and encoding may be perfonned if desired. The 

30 transcoding process is further simplified by obtaining the control parameters needed 

for controlling dequantization and re-quantization from the encoded signal. The 

following discussion describes two methods that the encoding transmitter can use to 

generate the control parameters needed for transcoding.
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1. Worst-Case Assumptions 

a) Overview 

The first method for generating control parameters assumes worst-case 

conditions and modifies floating-point exponents only to the extent necessary to 

5 ensure over-normalization can never occur. Some unnecessary under-normalization is 

expected. The modified exponents are used by the quantizing controller 14 to 

detennine the one or more second control parameters. The modified exponents do not 

need to be included in the encoded signal because the transcoding process also 

modifies the exponents under the same conditions and it modifies the mantissas that 

10 are associated with the modified exponents so that the floating-point representation 

expresses the correct value.  

Referring to Figs. 2 and 4, the quantizing controller 14 determines one or more 

first control parameters as described above, and the estimator 43 analyzes the spectral 

components with respect to the synthesis process of the decoder 24 to identify which 

15 exponents must be modified to ensure over-normalization does not occur in the 

synthesis process. These exponents are modified and passed with other unmodified 

exponents to the quantizing controller 44, which determines one or more second 

control parameters for a re-encoding process to be perfonned in the transcoder 30.  

The estimator 43 needs to consider only arithmetic operations in the synthesis process 

20 that may cause over-normalization. For this reason, synthesis processes for coupled

channel signals like that described above do not need to be considered because, as 

explained above, this particular process does not cause over-normalization.  

Arithmetic operations in other implementations of coupling may need to be 

considered.  

25 b) Details of Processing 

(1) Matrixing 

In matrixing, the exact value of each mantissa that will be provided to the 

inverse matrix cannot be known until after quantization is performed by the quantizer 

15 and any noise-like component generated by the decoding process has been 

30 synthesized. In this implementation, the worst case must be assumed for each matrix 

operation because the mantissa values are not known. Referring to equations 4a and 

4b, the worst case operation in the inverse matrix is either the addition of two 

mantissas having the same sign and magnitudes large enough to add to a magnitude
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greater than one, or the subtraction of two mantissas having different signs and 

magnitudes large enough to add to a magnitude greater than one. Over-nonnalization 

can be prevented in the transcoder for either worst-case situation by shifting each 

mantissa one bit to the right and reducing their exponents by one; therefore, the 

5 estimator 43 decrements the exponents for each spectral component in the inverse 

matrix calculation and the quantizing controller 44 uses these modified exponents to 

determine the one or more second control parameters for the transcoder. It is assumed 

here and throughout the remainder of this discussion that the values of the exponents 

prior to modification are greater than zero.  

10 If the two mantissas that are actually provided to the inverse matrix do 

conform to the worst-case situation, the result is a properly normalized mantissa. If 

the actual mantissas do not conform to the worst-case situation, the result will be an 

under-normalized mantissa.  

(2) Spectral Regeneration (HFR) 

15 In spectral regeneration, the exact value of each mantissa that will be provided 

to the regeneration process cannot be known until after quantization is performed by 

the quantizer 15 and any noise-like component generated by the decoding process has 

been synthesized. In this implementation, the worst case must be assumed for each 

arithmetic operation because the mantissa values are not known. Referring to equation 

20 6, the worst case operation is the addition of mantissas for a translated spectral 

component and a noise-like component having the same sign and magnitudes large 

enough to add to a magnitude greater than one. The multiplication operations cannot 

cause over-nornmalization but they also cannot assure over-normalization does not 

occur; therefore, it must be assumed that the synthesized spectral component is over

25 nonnalized. Over-normalization can be prevented in the transcoder by shifting the 

spectral component mantissa and the noise-like component mantissa one bit to the 

right and reducing exponents by one; therefore, the estimator 43 decrements the 

exponent for the translated component and the quantizing controller 44 uses this 

modified exponent to detennine the one or more second control parameters for the 

30 transcoder.  

If the two mantissas that are actually provided to the regeneration process do 

confonn to the worst-case situation, the result is a properly nonnalized mantissa. If
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the actual mantissas do not confonn to the worst-case situation, the result will be an 

under-normalized mantissa.  

c) Advantages and Disadvantage 

This first method that makes worst-case assumptions can be implemented 

5 inexpensively. It does, however, require the transcoder to force some spectral 

components to be under-normalized and conveyed less accurately in its encoded 

signal unless more bits are allocated to represent them. Furthermore, because the 

value of some exponents are decreased, masking curves based on these modified 

exponents are less accurate.  

10 2. Deterministic Processes 

a) Overview 

The second method for generating control parameters carries out a process that 

allows specific instances of over-nonnalization and under-normalization to be 

determined. Floating-point exponents are modified to prevent over-normalization and 

15 to minimize the occurrences of under-normalization. The modified exponents are used 

by the quantizing controller 14 to determine the one or more second control 

parameters. The modified exponents do not need to be included in the encoded signal 

because the transcoding process also modifies the exponents under the same 

conditions and it modifies the mantissas that are associated with the modified 

20 exponents so that the floating-point representation expresses the correct value.  

Referring to Figs. 2 and 5, the quantizing controller 14 detennines one or more 

first control parameters as described above, and the synthesis model 53 analyzes the 

spectral components with respect to the synthesis process of the decoder 24 to identify 

which exponents must be modified to ensure over-nonnalization does not occur in the 

25 synthesis process and to minimize the occurrences of under-normalization that occur 

in the synthesis process. These exponents are modified and passed with other 

unmodified exponents to the quantizing controller 54, which determines one or more 

second control parameters for a re-encoding process to be performed in the transcoder 

30. The synthesis model 53 perfonns all or parts of the synthesis process or it 

30 simulates its effects to allow the effects on normalization of all arithmetic operations 

in the synthesis process to be determined in advance.  

The value of each quantized mantissa and any synthesized component must be 

available to the analysis process that is performed in the synthesis model 53. If the
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synthesis processes uses a pseudo-random number generator or other quasi-random 

process, initialization or seed values must be synchronized between the transmitter's 

analysis process and the receiver's synthesis process. This can be accomplished by 

having the transmitting encoder 10 detennine all initialization values and include 

5 some indication of these values in the encoded signal. If the encoded signal is 

arranged in independent intervals or frames, it may be desirable to include this 

infonnation in each frame to minimize startup delays in decoding and to facilitate a 

variety of program production activities like editing.  

b) Details of Processing 

10 (1) Matrixing 

In matrixing, it is possible that the decoding process used by the decoder 24 

will synthesize one or both of the spectral components that are input to the inverse 

matrix. If either component is synthesized, it is possible for the spectral components 

calculated by the inverse matrix to be over-normalized or under-normalized. The 

15 spectral components calculated by the inverse matrix may also be over-normalized or 

under-normalized due to quantization errors in the mantissas. The synthesis model 53 

can test for these unnonnalized conditions because it can determine the exact value of 

the mantissas and exponents that are input to the inverse matrix.  

If the synthesis model 53 determines that nonnalization will be lost, the 

20 exponent for one or both components that are input to the inverse matrix can be 

reduced to prevent over-normalization and can be increased to prevent under

normalization. The modified exponents are not included in the encoded signal but 

they are used by the quantizing controller 54 to determine the one or more second 

control parameters. When the transcoder 30 makes the same modifications to the 

25 exponents, the associated mantissas also will be adjusted so that the resultant floating

point numbers express the correct component values.  

(2) Spectral Regeneration (HFR) 

In spectral regeneration, it is possible that the decoding process used by the 

decoder 24 will synthesize the translated spectral component and it may also 

30 synthesize a noise-like component to be added to the translated component. As a 

result, it is possible for the spectral component calculated by the spectral regeneration 

process to be over-normalized or under-normalized. The regenerated component may 

also be over-nonnalized or under-normalized due to quantization errors in the
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mantissa of the translated component. The synthesis model 53 can test for these 

unnormalized conditions because it can determine the exact value of the mantissas 

and exponents that are input to the regeneration process.  

If the synthesis model 53 detennines that normalization will be lost, the 

5 exponent for one or both components that are input to the regeneration process can be 

reduced to prevent over-normalization and can be increased to prevent under

normalization. The modified exponents are not included in the encoded signal but 

they are used by the quantizing controller 54 to determine the one or more second 

control parameters. When the transcoder 30 makes the same modifications to the 

10 exponents, the associated mantissas also will be adjusted so that the resultant floating

point numbers express the correct component values.  

(3) Coupling 

In synthesis processes for coupled-channel signals, it is possible that the 

decoding process used by the decoder 24 will synthesize noise-like components for 

15 one or more of the spectral components in the coupled-channel signal. As a result, it is 

possible for spectral components calculated by the synthesis process to be under

nonnalized. The synthesized components may also be under-normalized due to 

quantization errors in the mantissa of the spectral components in the coupled-channel 

signal. The synthesis model 53 can test for these unnonnalized conditions because it 

20 can determine the exact value of the mantissas and exponents that are input to the 

synthesis process.  

If the synthesis model 53 determines that nonnalization will be lost, the 

exponent for one or both components that are input to the synthesis process can be 

increased to prevent under-nonnalization. The modified exponents are not included in 

25 the encoded signal but they are used by the quantizing controller 54 to determine the 

one or more second control parameters. When the transcoder 30 makes the same 

modifications to the exponents, the associated mantissas also will be adjusted so that 

the resultant floating-point numbers express the correct component values.  

c) Advantages and Disadvantages 

30 The processes that perfonn the detenninistic method are more expensive to 

implement than those that perform the worst-case estimation method; however, these 

additional implementation costs pertain to the encoding transmitters and allow 

transcoders to be implemented much less expensively. In addition, inaccuracies that
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are caused by unnormalized mantissas can be avoided or minimized and masking 

curves based on exponents that are modified according to the deterministic method 

are more accurate than the masking curves that are calculated in the worst-case 

estimation method.  

5 C. Implementation 

Various aspects of the present invention may be implemented in a variety of 

ways including software for execution by a computer or some other apparatus that 

includes more specialized components such as a digital signal processor (DSP) 

circuitry coupled to components similar to those found in a general-purpose computer.  

10 Fig. 6 is a block diagram of device 70 that may be used to implement aspects of the 

present invention. DSP 72 provides computing resources. RAM 73 is system random 

access memory (RAM) used by DSP 72 for signal processing. ROM 74 represents some 

form of persistent storage such as read only memory (ROM) for storing programs 

needed to operate device 70 and to carry out various aspects of the present invention. I/O 

15 control 75 represents interface circuitry to receive and transmit signals by way of 

communication channels 76, 77. Analog-to-digital converters and digital-to-analog 

converters may be included in I/O control 75 as desired to receive and/or transmit analog 

audio signals. In the embodiment shown, all major system components connect to bus 

71, which may represent more than one physical bus; however, a bus architecture is not 

20 required to implement the present invention.  

In embodiments implemented in a general purpose computer system, additional 

components may be included for interfacing to devices such as a keyboard or mouse and 

a display, and for controlling a storage device having a storage medium such as magnetic 

tape or disk, or an optical medium. The storage medium may be used to record programs 

25 of instructions for operating systems, utilities and applications, and may include 

embodiments of programs that implement various aspects of the present invention.  

The functions required to practice various aspects of the present invention can be 

perfonned by components that are implemented in a wide variety of ways including 

discrete logic components, integrated circuits, one or more ASICs and/or program

30 controlled processors. The manner in which these components are implemented is not 

important to the present invention.  

Software implementations of the present invention may be conveyed by a variety 

of machine readable media such as baseband or modulated communication paths
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throughout the spectrum including from supersonic to ultraviolet frequencies, or storage 
media that convey information using essentially any recording technology including 
magnetic tape, cards or disk, optical cards or disc, and detectable markings on media 
like paper.  

5 Throughout the specification and claims the meaning of the word "comprise" and its 
derivatives is intended to have an inclusive rather than exclusive meaning unless the 
context requires otherwise.
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CLAIMS 

1. A method ol processing an audio signal comprising: 

receiving a signal conveying initial scaled values and initial scale 

5 factors representing spectral components of the audio signal, wherein each 

initial scale factor is associated with one or more initial scaled values, each 

initial scaled value is scaled according to its associated initial scale factor, and 

each initial scaled value and associated initial scale factor represent the value 

of a respective spectral component; 

10 generating coded spectral information by performing a coding process 

that is responsive to initial spectral information that comprises at least some of 

the initial scale factors; 

deriving one or more first control parameters in response to the initial 

scale factors and a first bit-rate requirement; 

15 allocating bits according to a first bit allocation process in response to 

the one or more first control parameters; 

obtaining quantized scaled values by quantizing at least some of the 

initial scaled values using quantizing resolutions based on numbers ol'bits 

allocated by the first bit allocation process; 

20 deriving one or more second control parameters in response to at least 

some of' the initial scale Factors, one or more modilied scale factors and a 

second bit-rate requirement, wherein the one or more modified scale factors 

are obtained by: 

analyzing the initial spectral information with respect to a 

25 synthesis process to be applied to the coded spectral information in a 

decoding method that generates synthesized spectral components 

represented by synthesized scaled values and associated synthesized 

scale factors to identify one or more potentially unnormalized 

synthesized scaled values, wherein the synthesis process is quasi

30 inverse to the coding process, and 

generating the one or more modi lied scale factors to represent 

Modified val Lies of initial scale factors in the initial spectral 

information corresponding to synthesized scale factors that are 

associated with at least some of the one or more potentially
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unnormalized synthesized scaled values to compensate for loss of 

nornalization of the identified potentially unnormalized synthesized 

scaled values; and 

assembling encoded information into an encoded signal, wherein the 

5 encoded information represents the quantized scaled values, at least some of 

the initial scale factors, the coded spectral information, the one or more first 

control parameters and the one or more second control parameters.  

2. A method according to claim 1 wherein the coding process performs one or 

10 more coding techniques from the set of matrixing, cuapling and scale factor formation 

for spectral component regeneration.  

3. A method according to claim I wherein: 

the coded spectral inornation comprises coded scaled values 

15 associated with initial scale factors or associated with coded scale factors in 

the coded spectral information generated by the coding process, 

the one or more control parameters are derived also in response to at 

least some of the coded scale factors, and 

the quantized scaled values are obtained by also quantizing at least 

20 some of the coded scaled values using quantizing resolutions based on 

numbers of bits allocated by the first bit allocation process.  

4. A method according to claim 1 wherein the initial spectral information is 

analyzed with respect to the synthesis process under worst-case assumptions to 

25 identi Iy all potentially over-normalized synthesized scaled values.  

5. A method according to claim 1 wherein the initial spectral inlbrmation is 

analyzed by performing at least part of the synthesis process or an emulation of at 

least part of the synthesis process that is responsive to the coded spectral information 

30 and to at least some of the quantized scaled values to generate at least some of the 

synthesized spectral components, wherein the one or more potentially unnormalized 

synthesized scaled values are determined to be one or more unnormalized scaled 

values that result from the synthesis process.
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6. A method of transcoding encoded audio inlbrmition comprising: 

receiving a first encoded signal conveying first quantized scaled values 

and first scale factors representing spectral components of an audio signal in a 

5 first frequency band, and conveying one or more first control parameters and 

one or more second control parameters; 

obtaining the first quantized scaled values and the first scale factors 

from the first encoded signal, wherein each first scale factor is associated with 

one or more first quantized scaled values, each first quantized scaled value is 

10 scaled according to its associated first scalc factor, and each first quantized 

scaled value and associated first scale factor represent a respective spectral 

component; 

obtaining the one or more first control parameters and the one or more 

second control parameters from the first encoded signal, wherein the one or 

15 more first control parameters were derived in response to a first bit-rate 

requirement for the first encoded signal and the one or more second control 

parameters were derived in response to a second bit-rate requirement for a 

second encoded signal that is not equal to the first bit rate; 

allocating bits according to a first bit allocation process in response to 

20 the one or more first control parameters and obtaining dequantized scaled 

values by dequantizing the first quantized scaled values according to 

quantizing resolutions based on numbers of bits allocated by the Iirst bit 

allocation process; 

generating synthesized spectral components from the dequantized 

25 scaled values, wherein the synthesized spectral components represent spectral 

content in a second frequency band outside the first frequency band; 

generating one or more second scale factors for the synthesized 

spectral components and generating one or more second scaled values, 

wherein each second scale factor is associated with one or more second scaled 

30 values and each second scaled value is scaled according to its associated 

second scale factor; 

allocating bits according to a second bit allocation process in response 

to the one or more second control parameters and obtaining second quantized
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scaled values by quantizing the dequantized scaled values and the second 

scaled values using quantizing resolutions based on numbers of bits allocated 

by the second bit allocation process; and 

assembling the second quantized scaled values, the second scale 

5 factors and the one or more second control parameters into the second encoded 

signal.  

7. A method according to claim 6 that comprises: 

using the one or more first control parameters to obtain a first 

10 allowable quantizing noise threshold; 

dequantizing the first quantized values with quantizing resolutions 

established according to the first allowable quantizing noise threshold; 

using the one or more second control parameters to obtain a second 

allowable quantizing noise threshold that di fiers from the first allowable 

15 quantizing noise threshold; and 

quantizing the second scaled values with quantizing resolutions 

established according to the second allowable quantizing noise threshold.  

8. An encoder for processing an audio signal, wherein the encoder comprises: 

20 means for receiving a signal conveying initial scaled values and initial 

scale factors representing spectral components of the audio signal, wherein 

each initial scale factor is associated with one or more initial scaled values, 

each initial scaled value is scaled according to its associated initial scale 

factor, and each initial scaled value and associated initial scale factor represent 

25 the value of a respective spectral component; 

means lor generating coded spectral information by performing a 

coding process that is responsive to initial spectral information that comprises 

at least some of the initial scale factors; 

means for deriving one or more first control parameters in response to 

30 the initial scale factors and a first bit-rate requirement; 

means for allocating bits according to a first bit allocation process in 

response to the one or more first control parameters;
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means for obtaining quantized scaled values by quantizing at least 

some of the initial scaled values using quantizing resolutions based on 

numbers of bits allocated by the first bit allocation process; 

means for deriving one or more second control parameters in response 

5 to at least some of the initial scale flactors, one or more modified scale factors 

and a second bit-rate requirement, wherein the one or more modi lied scale 

factors are obtained by: 

analyzing the initial spectral information with respect to a 

synthesis process to be applied to the coded spectral information in a 

10 decoding method that generates synthesized spectral components 

represented by synthesized scaled values and associated synthesized 

scale factors to identify one or more potentially unnormalized 

synthesized scaled values, wherein the synthesis process is quasi

inverse to the coding process, and 

15 generating the one or more modi lied scale factors to represent 

modified values of initial scale actors in the initial spectral 

in formation corresponding to synthesized scale factors that are 

associated with at least some of the one or more potentially 

unnormalized synthesized scaled values to compensate for loss of 

20 normalization of the identified potentially unnormalized synthesized 

scaled values; and 

means for assembling encoded information into an encoded signal, 

wherein the encoded information represents the quantized scaled values, at 

least some of the initial scale factors, the coded spectral inlbrmation, the one 

25 or more first control parameters and the one or more second control 

parameters.  

9. An encoder according to claim 8 wherein the coding process performs one 

or more coding techniques from-i the set of' matrixing, coupling and scale factor 

30 formation for spectral component regeneration.  

10. An encoder according to claim 8 wherein:
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(he coded spectral inflormation comprises coded scaled values 
associated with initial scale factors or associated with coded scale factors in 
the coded spectral inflornation generated by the coding process, 

the one or more control parameters are derived also in response to at 
5 least some of the coded scale factors, and .  

the quantized scaled values are obtained by also quantizing at least 

some of the coded scaled values using quantizing resolutions based on 

numbers of bits allocated by the first bit allocation process.  

10 11. An encoder according to clain 8 wherein the initial spectral in formation is 
analyzed with respect to the synthesis process wider worst-case assumptions to 

identify all potentially over-normalized synthesized scaled values.  

12. An encoder according to claim 8 wherein the initial spectral information is 

15 analyzed by performing at least part of the synthesis process or an emulation of at 

least part of ihe synthesis process that is responsive to the coded spectral information 

and to at least some of the quantized scaled values to generate at least some of the 

synithesi zed spectral components, wherein the one or more potentially unnormalized 

synthesized scaled values arc determined to be one or more unnormalized scaled 

20 values that result from the synthesis process.  

13. A transcoder for transcoding encoded audio information, wherein the 

transcoder comprises: 

means for receiving a first encoded signal conveying first quantized 

25 scaled values and first scale factors representing spectral components of an 

audio signal in a first frequency band, and conveying one or more first control 

parameters and one or more second control parameters; 

means (or obtaining the first quantized scaled values and the first scale 

factors from the first encoded signal, wherein each first scale factor is 

30 associated with one or more first quantized scaled values, each first quantized 

scaled value is scaled according to its associated first scale factor, and each 

first quantized scaled value and associated first scale Factor represent a 

respective spectral component;
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means for obtaining the one or more first control parameters and the 

one or more second control parameters from the first encoded signal, wherein 

the one or more first control parnmeters were derived in response to a first bit

rate requirement for the first encoded signal and the one or more second 

5 control parameters were derived in response to a second bit-rate requirement 

(br a second encoded signal that is not equal to the first bit rate; 

means for allocating bits according to a fist bit allocation process in 

response to the one or more first control parameters and obtaining dequanti zed 

scaled values by dequantizing the first quantized scaled values according to 

10 quantizing resolutions based on numbers of bits allocated by the first bit 

allocation process; 

means for generating synthesized spectral components from the 

dequantized scaled values, wherein the synthesized spectral components 

represent spectral content in a second frequency band outside the first 

15 frequency band; 

means for generating one or more second scale factors for the 

.synthesized spectral components and for generating one or more second scaled 

values, wherein each second scale factor is associated with one or more 

second scaled values and each second scaled value is scaled according to its 

20 associated second scale factor; 

means for allocating bits according to a second bit allocation process in 

response to the one or more second control parameters and obtaining second 

quantized scaled values by quantizing the dequantized scaled values and the 

second scaled values using quantizing resolutions based on numbers of bits 

25 allocated by the second bit allocation process; and 

means for assembling the second quantized scaled values, the second 

scale factors and the one or more second control parameters into the second 

encoded signal.  

30 14. A method according to claim 13 that comprises: 

means for using the one or more first control parameters to obtain a 

first allowable quantizing noise threshold;
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means for dequantizing the first quantized values with quantizing 

resolutions established according to the first allowable quantizing noise 

threshold; 

means for using the one or more second control parameters to obtain a 

5 second allowable quantizing noise threshold that differs from the first 

allowable quantizing noise threshold; and 

means for quantizing the second scaled values with quantizing 

resolutions established according to the second allowable quantizing noise 

threshold.  

10 

15. A medium conveying a program of instructions executable by a device, 
wherein execution of the program of instructions causes the device to perform a 

method for transcoding audio in ornation, wherein the method comprises: 

receiving a signal conveying initial scaled values and initial scale 

15 factors representing spectral components of the audio signal, wherein each 

initial scale factor is associated with one or more initial scaled values, each 

initial scaled value is scaled according to its associated initial scale factor, and 

each initial scaled value and associated initial scale factor represent the value 

of a respective spectral component; 

20 generating coded spectral information by performing a coding process 

that is responsive to initial spectral information that comprises at Icast some of 

the initial scale Factors; 

deriving one or more first control parameters in response to the initial 

scale factors and a first bit-rate requirement; 

25 allocating bits according to a first bit allocation process in response to 

the one or more first control parameters; 

obtaining quantized scaled values by quantizing at least some of the 

initial scaled values using quantizing resolutions based on numbers of bits 

allocated by the first bit allocation process; 

30 deriving one or more second control parameters in response to at least 

some of the initial scale factors, one or more modified scale factors and a

second bit-rate requirement, wherein the one or more modified scale factors 

are obtained by:
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analyzing the initial spectral in formation with respect to a 

synthesis process to be applied to the coded spectral inlbrnmation in a 

decoding method that generates synthesized spectral components 

represented by synthesized scaled values and associated synthesized 

5 scale factors to identify one or more potentially unnormalized 

synthesized scaled values, wherein the synthesis process is quasi

inverse to the coding process, and 

generating the one or more modi fied scale factors to represent 

modified values of initial scale ihetors in the initial spectral 

10 infbrn-ation corresponding to synthesized scale factors that are 

associated with at least some of the one or more potentially 

unnormalized synthesized scaled values to compensate for loss of 

normalization of tie identified potentially unnormalized synthesized 

scaled values; and 

15 assembling encoded information into an encoded signal, wherein the 

encoded information represents the quantized scaled values, at least some of 

the initial scale factors, the coded spectral information, the one or more first 

control parameters and the one or more second control parameters.  

20 16. A medium according to claim 15 wherein the coding process performs 

one or more coding techniques from the set of matrixing, coupling and scale factor 

formation flor spectral component regeneration.  

17. A medium according to claim 15 wherein: 

25 the coded spectral information comprises coded scaled values 

associated with initial scale I actors or associated with coded scale factors in 

the coded spectral information generated by the coding process, 

the one or more control parameters are derived also in response to at 

least some of the coded scale factors, and 

30 the quantized scaled values are obtained by also quantizing at least 

some of the coded scaled values using quantizing resolutions based on 

numbers of bits allocated by the first bit allocation process.
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18. A medium according to claim 15 wherein the initial spectral information 

is analyzed with respect to the synthesis process under worst-case assumptions to 
identi ly all potentially over-nonnalized synthesized scaled values.  

5 19. A medium according to claim 15 wherein the initial spectral information 

is analyzed by performing at least part of the synthesis process or an emulation of at 

least part of the synthesis process that is responsive to the coded spectral information 
and to at least some of the quantized scaled values to generate at least some of the 
synthesized spectral components, wherein the one or more potentially unnormalized 

10 synthesized scaled values are determined to be one or more unnormalized scaled 

values that result from the synthesis process.  

20. A medium conveying a program of instructions executable by a device, 

wherein execution of the program of instructions causes the device to perform a 
15 method for transcoding encoded audio information, wherein the method comprises: 

receiving a first encoded signal conveying first quantized scaled values 

and first scale Iactors representing spectral components of an audio signal in a 

first frcqucncy band, and conveying one or more first control parameters and 

one or more second control parameters; 

20 obtaining the first quantized scaled values and the first scale factors 

from the first encoded signal, wherein each first scale factor is associated with 

one or more first quantized scaled values, each first quantized scaled value is 

scaled according to its associated first scale factor, and each first quantized 

scaled value and associated first scale factor represent a respective spectral 
25 component; 

obtaining the one or more first control parameters and the one or more 

second control parameters from the first encoded signal, wherein the one or 

more first control parameters were derived in response to a first bit-rate 

requirement for the first encoded signal and the one or more second control 

30 parameters were derived in response to a second bit-rate requirement for a 

second encoded signal that is not equal to the first bit rate; 

allocating bits according to a first bit allocation process in response to 

the one or more first control parameters and obtaining dequantized scaled
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values by dcquantizing the first quantized scaled values according to 

quantizing resolutions based on numbers oF bits allocated by the first bit 

allocation process; 

generating synthesized spectral components from the dequantized 

5 scaled values, wherein the synthesized spectral components represent spectral 

content in a second frequency band outside the first frequency band; 

generating one or more second scale factors Air the synthesized 

spectral components and generating one or more second scaled values, 

wherein each second scale factor is associated with one or more second scaled 

10 values and each second scaled value is scaled according to its associated 

second scale factor; 

allocating bits according to a second bit allocation process in response 

to the one or more second control parameters and obtaining second quantized 

scaled values by quantizing the dequantized scaled values and the second 

15 scaled values using quantizing resolutions based on numbers of bits allocated 

by the second bit allocation process; and 

assembling the second quantized scaled values, the second scale 

factors and the one or more second control parameters into the second encoded 

signal.  

20 

21. A medium according to claim 20, wherein the method comprises: 

using the one or more first control parameters to obtain a first 

allowable quantizing noise threshold; 

dcquantizing the First quantized values with quantizing resolutions 

25 established according to the first allowable quantizing noise threshold; 

using the one or more second control parameters to obtain a second 

allowable quantizing noise threshold that dilers From the first allowable 

quantizing noise threshold; and 

quantizing the second scaled values with quantizing resolutions 

30 established according to the second allowable quantizing noise threshold.
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